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Be Brave Little Tiger
Let’s Read Together books merge rhyme and vowel sounds
in delightfully zany stories kids will want to read again and
again. Each of the 15 books in this classic series by awardwinning author/educator Barbara deRubertis will give your
child a jumpstart on reading success. "Story lines are silly
and inventive, and recall Dr. Seuss’s Cat in the Hat for the
building of rhythm and rhyming words." —School Library
Journal Tiny Tiger takes some advice from a wise lion and
learns not to be so shy. (This easy-to-read story features the
long “i” vowel sound.)
This reassuring picture book is about a little tiger who wants
to be brave like his friends. When Mr Grumpy Thumpy
Rhinoceros approaches their jungle home, will they manage
to escape in time, or is it up to Tiggy Tiger to fend him off?
A merchant and tiger debate whether or not life is fair and
whether the tiger can eat the merchant who has just rescued
him. This witty, critically acclaimed illustrated chapter book
retelling of a folk tale from Korea is available individually
and as part of the Stories from around the World: 4 Tales
of Problem-Solving & Witset.
Tiggy Tiger wishes he was as brave as all his friends, but as
he practices his pounce and growl and the grumpy rhino
charges, he discovers that there are many types of courage.
Little Tiger
The Story of Little Black Sambo
All the Little Fathers
Never Tickle a Tiger
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The Loyal Ronins
"A four-color rhyming picture book about a
young boy who imagines himself as a tiger to
overcome his fears, only to realize that he
can trust in God, who made both boys and
tigers"-Celebrate the courage and bravery in every
child with Be Brave Little One, from the
bestselling author of If I Could Keep You
Little. Perfect for cheering someone on, this
story affirms how bravery can show up in all
different ways! When I look at you, shining
bright as the sun, I wish for you this... be
brave little one! Share this inspiring
message at every special occasion in a young
child's life! Be Brave Little One makes for
the perfect: Baby shower gift Preschool
graduation gift Kindergarten graduation gift
First day of school gift When times are
tough, this is the perfect preemie or NICU
baby book for families seeking an encouraging
and heartfelt message of bravery.
One day Tom draws a tiger, inspired by his
visit to the art gallery... That night, when
Tom can't sleep, the tiger pads out of his
drawing and purrs, 'Let's go for a walk!'
It's the beginning of a magical and lifechanging adventure, as the tiger helps Tom to
overcome some of his biggest fears. Tom's
drawings are inspired by Henri Rousseau's
Tiger in a Tropical Storm.
Helena loves helping out at the animal
hospital where her cousin Lucy works. One
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day, the girls find a young cat that has been
injured by a car. Helena helps to care for
the cat she names Caramel, but when it's time
for him to go home, Caramel's owner can't be
found. Caramel doesn't want to be kept at the
animal hospital, and he especially doesn't
like the scratchy cast on his leg. But if no
one comes forward to claim him, how will he
ever have a place to call home?
Little Penguin Lost
Are You There Little Tiger?
Be Brave Little One
Brave Little Camper

Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Many years
ago, the proudest animal in the jungle was
not the peacock. The proudest animal was
the tiger. In this timeless folktale from
Vietnam, we see how Tiger's pride leads
him to covet wisdom and, with the help of
a wise farmer, earn his stripes.
Part of the bestselling 'Little Book'
series, a new title by India's favourite
author Ruskin Bond What can a flower teach
us about courage? Or a little red ant?
When is speaking up brave, and when
holding one's peace? Why must we look on
with suspicion at all that comes easy?
What is the ultimate measure of man?
Ruskin Bond, India's favourite writer,
draws from his own experiences, and those
of some of the world's greatest thinkers
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and doers, to offer words of inspiration
and wisdom. A Little Book of Courage is
the perfect guide--to dip into and to
gift--for the good times, and the tough.
A young Korean girl must come up with a
clever idea to help a spirit tiger who has
swallowed the sun by mistake in this fun,
charming debut picture book from authorillustrator Hanna Cha. Soe-In is a tiny
child in a village full of large people.
She struggles with completing chores due
to her size, but she never gives up. One
day, when the sky grows dark and full of
smoke, Soe-In volunteers to travel into
the tall mountains to investigate. She’s
surprised to find a spirit tiger there and
learn he has swallowed the sun by mistake!
To help the spirit tiger and her village,
Soe-In must come up with a clever idea to
solve this gigantic problem. And while
she’s at it, she just may prove that the
smallest people often have the biggest,
bravest hearts.
Plip is on his own, looking for his lost
toy. What will become of poor little Plip,
out in the snowy storm?
A Story about Finding Your Courage
Brave Little Penguin
Brave Explorer
Tiger Walk
(Winner of the 2021 Newbery Medal)
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When Anna borrows a tiny wooden tiger
from her Russian grandmother's
mantelpiece, little does she realize that it is
the start of a magical adventure... Waking
the next day, Anna finds herself in a snowy
Russian village, where she hears the news
that a tiger cub has been spotted in the
nearby woods. Anna knows this is why she
must be here - the cub needs her help! But
is Anna brave enough to set out in search of
a tiger in the forest at night? An enchanting
wintry tale from best-selling author Holly
Webb. For fans of Michael Morpurgo and
ZOE'S RESCUE ZOO, this is the perfect book
to snuggle up with and enjoy this winter.
WINNER OF THE NEWBERY MEDAL • NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WINNER OF
THE ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN AWARD
FOR CHILDREN'S LITERATURE Would you
make a deal with a magical tiger? This
uplifting story brings Korean folklore to life
as a girl goes on a quest to unlock the power
of stories and save her grandmother. Some
stories refuse to stay bottled up... When Lily
and her family move in with her sick
grandmother, a magical tiger straight out of
her halmoni's Korean folktales arrives,
prompting Lily to unravel a secret family
history. Long, long ago, Halmoni stole
something from the tigers. Now they want it
back. And when one of the tigers approaches
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Lily with a deal--return what her
grandmother stole in exchange for
Halmoni's health--Lily is tempted to agree.
But deals with tigers are never what they
seem! With the help of her sister and her
new friend Ricky, Lily must find her
voice...and the courage to face a tiger. Tae
Keller, the award-winning author of The
Science of Breakable Things, shares a
sparkling tale about the power of stories and
the magic of family. Think Walk Two Moons
meets Where the Mountain Meets the Moon!
"If stories were written in the stars ... this
wondrous tale would be one of the
brightest." --Booklist, Starred Review
Posy the penguin is scared of many things snowstorms, loud noises, the dark - but
when her adventurous friend Percy is
missing, Posy plucks up the courage to
overcome her fears and goes on an
excursion to find him. After an intrepid
journey, Posy finds an injured Percy in a
dark cave. She rescues him and brings him
home, realising in the end just how brave
she can really be. This heartwarming story
about friendship, being brave and
overcoming fears when it really matters is
sure to become a bedtime favourite.
What do you do when no one can see your
monsters but you? At first, Molly runs from
them. But they follow her down the
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sidewalk, getting in the way when she tries
to make a new friend, popping up
unexpectedly out of shadows, and
multiplying. Until finally...Molly faces her
fears. Author-illustrator Brooke BoyntonHughes delivers a modern classic in this
moving adventure that honors everyday acts
of bravery and the power of friendship to
banish the monsters that haunt us.
Tickly Spider
Brave Molly
Tiggy Tiger
A Little Book of Courage
The Tiptoeing Tiger
Be Brave, Little Tiger!Silver Dolphin Books
An adventurous boy defeats an unlikely foe in
this story of reading, imagination, and tigers!
Sometimes it's almost impossible to get your big
sister to read your favorite book to you.
Sometimes you have to go to great lengths even
to get her attention! But if you're really creative
and use your imagination, you might just get
what you want. Take care, though, not to go too
far. Once you conjure up a tiger, there's no
telling where it might lead... Author Kashmira
Sheth brings readers a humorous, readingcentered story of the dynamic between a younger
brother and older sister.
A little penguin overcomes his BIGGEST fear in
this universal rhyming story from the
international bestselling creators of Giraffes
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Can't Dance! Little Penguin Pip-Pip would love to
join in with all his friends swimming in the sea,
but there's just one problem . . . he's scared of
water. Can Pip-Pip overcome his fears and finally
take the plunge? This irresistible story shows
that sometimes all it takes is a little bit of
encouragement -- and a whole lot of heart -- to
finally make that leap and be BRAVE!Be Brave,
Little Penguin is the eagerly awaited new picture
book from the creators of the bestselling Giraffes
Can't Dance. Written in true Giles Andreae style,
this feel-good rhyming story portrays a positive
message of confidence and self-esteem.
Illustrations filled with humor and warmth by
Guy Parker-Rees will help make this touching
tale a family favorite.
Strengthens listening skills Supports language &
literacy Reinforces problem-solving skills Follow
Brave Little Camper as he heads out on the
tracks for the first time! As you read the story,
you will see a picture icon that cues little ones to
press the button and play the sound effects. A
variety of train sounds add to the story-time fun
as Brave Little Campter explores his world.
ISBN: 978-1-68052-035-4 7.0"w x 7.25"h 5 story
spreads wood inlay on sound module foil on
cover
All the Families
Brave Like Me
When You Trap a Tiger
Tiny Tiger
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A Magazine Support by Members of St. John's
College
Fun and playful story by Margaret Wise Brown, best-selling
author of the children's classics Goodnight Moon and
Runaway Bunny. Follow the adorable tale of Little Tiger as he
learns how to be truly courageous in this picture book, Be
Brave, Little Tiger! by Margaret Wise Brown and illustrated by
Jean Claude.
A young tiger describes life with its family in the Asian jungle.
This playful book takes little children on a hide-and-seek
adventure in search of the elusive little tiger. Die-cut holes on
each page seem to reveal the tiger, only for it to turn out to be
a different animal entirely when they turn the page. And, of
course, they finally discover the tiger at the end.
Illustrations:Full colour throughout
A little boy in India loses his fine new clothes to the tigers, but
while they dispute who is the grandest tiger in the jungle he
takes his fine clothes back again.
Never Trust a Tiger
Little Tiger Picks Up
Tiggy Tiger, Brave Explorer
How Tiger Got His Stripes: A Folktale from Vietnam
The Eagle

Everyone knows that tigers are sleek, silent, and
totally terrifying ... most tigers, that is. But no
one is afraid of Little Tiger. He's just too small
and clumsy to frighten anyone.
Tiggy Tiger is a little tiger who wants his friends
to see him as brave and strong, the way big
tigers are expected to be. So off he goes through
the jungle, bouncing and pouncing, and
practicing his growl. Then from off in the
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distance comes Mr. Grumpy Thumpy
Rhinoceros, who is in a bad mood. Will Tiggy
Tiger's growl be loud enough to protect his
friends? If not -- can Mom come to Tiggy Tiger's
rescue? This amusing and tender story for
toddlers has softly tinted watercolor illustrations
on every page. (Ages 4-7)
Little Tiger goes on an adventure in the jungle,
but mama is always close by her cub. Short
rhyming lines in this illustrated board book tell a
sweet story of youthful adventure and motherly
love.
Fun and playful story by Margaret Wise Brown,
best-selling author of the children's classics
Goodnight Moon and Runaway Bunny. Follow
the story of the little boy and the tickly spider as
they learn how to share in this picture book
written by the author of Goodnight Moon,
Margaret Wise Brown.
A Little Book about Fear
Tiger in My Soup
If I Were a Tiger
A Picture Book
??????????
The second in the Books of Great Character
series, a brand new fictional picture book series
geared for social-emotional growth! Brave Like
Me is about having a fear and finding the
courage to to face it.
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When Plip loses his favourite toy, it seems like
the end of the world! As the sky grows dark, Plip
runs off to find it, all on his own. What will
become of poor little Plip, out in the snowy
storm?
After playtime, Little Tiger has to pick up all his
toys.
Children will enjoy this fun, playful board book
edition of this Margaret Wise Brown classic.
Animals have fathers, just like you. Fathers that
play with them, care for them, and love them. All
the fathers are looking after their children in this
fun and playful story by Margaret Wise Brown,
author of the children's classics Goodnight Moon
and The Runaway Bunny.
Star
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
島嶼雙聲
Be Brave, Little Penguin
I Am a Little Tiger
Izzy is always shuffling, jiggling, squirming and twitching. She
just can't keep still! So when Izzy's school go on a trip to the
zoo, her teacher warns her to behave. She must never
wriggle, she must never fidget and she must certainly NEVER
TICKLE A TIGER! But does Izzy listen? She does NOT - and
what happens next throws the zoo into complete chaos. With
eye-catching illustrations by the internationally acclaimed
bestselling illustrator, Marc Boutavant, Never Tickle a Tiger
will amaze and delight children and parents alike!
The Brave Kitten
Sunshine and Snowballs
A Tale from Korea
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Storytime: Not-So-Brave Penguin
An Historical Romance
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